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Melinda has been employed with Northern Health since
March, 2016. She is currently the Chief Physiotherapist in
Fort St. John, BC.
Here is what Melinda had to say about working and living in
Northern British Columbia.
“Coming from a big city I’ve always known the fast pace
lifestyle. It’s nice to be able to slow down and enjoy the
sunsets and sunrises, especially when I’m not stuck in bumper to bumper
traffic. Some of my favourite moments are when I feel completely surrounded
by nature. I’m just blown away by the pure wonderment of being under the
northern lights during a late night cross country ski.
I was surprised by the amazing climbing community and how well developed
and maintained the climbing crags are. I love being able to spend hours in the
summer hanging out at the crag and basking in the sunshine. There’s just so
much climbing, hiking and exploring to do!”
Melinda was inspired to pursue a career in Physiotherapy because she loves
being able to have a positive impact on someone’s life and the community.
When asked how Northern Health fits into her career goals, here’s her answer.
“I enjoy working for an organization that values and also develops their
employees. Northern Health provides many opportunities to grow and develop
their employees. I originally started with a temporary position to cover a
maternity leave. After fulfilling that role I immediately transitioned into a Chief
Physiotherapist role, managing an entire rehabilitation department.
Being part of the Northern Health team has been unbelievable. I always feel
extremely supported. Everyone has been very welcoming, like we are all part
of the same family.”
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Northern Health ‘s Values
Our values guide decisions and actions. They are what we bring
to work with us each and every day. If these values resonate
with you and this is an organization that you would be proud to
work for, then please check out our external job postings.
Have you ever worked for an organization that believes in walking a
mile in someone else’s shoes?

Dawson Creek, BC

Through Empathy we seek to understand each other’s needs and
feelings, giving compliments, encouragement and support when
needed.

Is it your desire to work for an organization that treats you the way you
want to be treated as a unique individual?
We believe in treating each other with Respect. We are courteous,
polite and kind to one another and are curious to discover our
differences and how we can continue to build successful relationships.
Kitimat, BC
How exciting would it be to come to work and be a part of a team who
cares about the work they do and yes, cares about you as well?
Though Collaboration, we work together to build partnerships that foster
honesty and trust. We are, and encourage others to be open with their
ideas and resolve conflicts where we all learn and grow.

What would it feel like to be part of an organization that encourages you
to think outside the box?
We ask our employees to demonstrate creativity and Innovation when
there are opportunities to improve and streamline work processes.

Valemount, BC

For more information on Northern Health and job opportunities, check these out...
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